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INTRO
A guide where inspiration and creativity come 
together, showcasing the latest Begolux products 
in architectural lighting.



With a unique design, this statement 
piece transforms any room due to its 
differentiating and bold aesthetic. 

By combining a distinctive shape with 
the functionality and visual comfort 
of the luminaire, this piece is ideal 
for professionals aiming to have a 
highlight point in their projects.

INFINITY XSLIM ORION SUSPENDED

CHECK MORE INFO

https://www.begolux.com/en/portfolio-items/infinity-xslim-orion-suspended/


Embracing the presence of natural 
elements and Portuguese traditions, 
Corkline is the new suspended 
luminaire, produced by Begolux. 

Its structure, covered with 
Portuguese cork, provides extra 
comfort to the space, ensuring also 
a uniform light distribution. 

Designed for interior lighting, this 
piece presents itself as the ideal 
solution for hospitality spaces and 
residential projects.

CORKLINE SLIM SUSPENDED

CHECK MORE INFO

https://www.begolux.com/en/portfolio-items/corkline-suspended/


Combined with its simple and 
minimalistic aesthetic, this new 
piece is a circular lighting fixture that 
elevates the space while providing 
ample and functional lighting. 

With a direct luminous flux emission, 
it has five LED modules available so 
that it can be adjusted to the needs 
of the space.

CIRCULAR RING 90 SLIM SUSPENDED

CHECK MORE INFO

https://www.begolux.com/en/portfolio-items/circular-ring-slim-suspended/


With an improved design thanks to 
the clipped diffuser and its indirect 
light facing the interior of the circle, 
the Inlux Cool offers homogeneous 
lighting throughout the space while 
being a decor feature. 

Its slim and minimalist design allows 
this piece to fit into various business, 
hotel and residential environments.

CIRCULAR INLUX COOL SUSPENDED

CHECK MORE INFO

https://www.begolux.com/en/portfolio-items/circular-inlux-cool-susp-3/


With an improved design thanks to 
the clipped diffuser and its indirect 
light facing the exterior of the circle, 
the Outlux Cool offers homogeneous 
lighting throughout the space while 
being a decor feature. 

Its slim and minimalist design allows 
this piece to fit into various business, 
hotel and residential environments.

CIRCULAR OUTLUX COOL SUSPENDED

CHECK MORE INFO

https://www.begolux.com/en/portfolio-items/circular-outlux-cool-susp-5/


SEMI-CIRCULAR INLUX COOL SUSPENDED

Its semi-circular shape, combined 
with its aluminum profile, allows 
this luminaire to take on a decorative 
function, without discarding its 
functionality.

Ideal for light installations, this 
luminaire with a polycarbonate 
diffuser provides an indirect light 
distribution.

CHECK MORE INFO

https://www.begolux.com/en/portfolio-items/semi-circular-inlux-cool-suspended/


Get inspired with Begolux. Explore the available collections 
and follow our socials to stay updated on the latest designs 
and trends in architectural lighting.


